
THE PERFECT PAIR 
FOR CREATIVITY 
AND PRODUCTIVITY
Logitech accessories boost student potential, letting them learn, 
create, and thrive—in class, at home, and wherever they may roam.

RUGGED COMBO 3
Give students the power to type, create, and thrive 
while protecting their iPad devices at every step. 
Sealed, pry-resistant keys and a case that exceeds 
MIL-STD-810g drop test standards help make the 
Rugged Combo 3 the perfect tool for learning.

RUGGED COMBO TOUCH
Rugged Combo 3 Touch takes Rugged Combo 3 
to the next level with an integrated Multi-Touch™ 
trackpad. Students will learn and explore on their 
iPad devices like never before with effortless, 
efficient navigation. 

Logitech accessories just go with Apple® experiences—and that’s completely by design. 
In fact, we’ve been designing solutions for Apple products for over a decade. The result 
is a suite of tools that elevate every Apple experience with more functionality, more 
customization, and more comfort. Now that’s what we call a perfect pair.

Attaching Logitech Keyboard Cases to  
iPad Devices:

•  Enables students to show their learning by 
writing, typing, or creating multi-media projects

• Empowers students by providing the flexibility to 
choose their ideal learning setup

•  Satisfies state requirements for testing 
technology and supports student performance 
during assessments

•  Provides the ultimate protection, extending the 
residual value of the device
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RUGGED COMBO 3
Part #920-009385
Compatiblity: iPad 7th, 8th, and  
9th generation

• Attached full keyboard
•  Expands iPad’s STEM capabilities
•  1.2 meters of drop protection
• iOS shortcut keys
• Media controls
• Magnetic latch
•  Pairing via Smart Connector  

to ensure security
• 3-year warranty

RUGGED COMBO 3 TOUCH
Part #920-010342
Compatiblity: iPad 7th, 8th, and  
9th generation

• Attached full keyboard
•  Expands iPad’s STEM capabilities
•  Front, back, and side protection
• iOS shortcut keys
• Media controls
• Magnetic latch
•  Pairing via Smart Connector  

to ensure security
• Trackpad
• 3-year warranty

LOGITECH CRAYON
Part #914-000033

Empower students to write, draw and create with the addition of the Logitech Crayon stylus for any 
iPad model released after 2018. Its kid-friendly design and pixel-perfect technology lets students take 
visual notes, draw idea graphs, craft illustrations, and more.

GIVE STUDENTS THE FLEXIBILITY TO WORK IN FIVE VERSATILE USE MODES
Five versatile use modes help students succeed in any scenario. Whether it’s creating 
multi-media projects, coding, or writing an essay, Rugged Combo 3 and Rugged 
Combo 3 Touch have a mode to match.

Type Mode – Dock the keyboard upright and type away.

Viewing Mode – Fold back the keyboard and pull out the kickstand to watch educational videos and more.

Sketch Mode – Collapse the screen to sketch or take handwritten notes with Logitech Crayon.

Read Mode – Fold the keyboard back to read books, articles, and more.

Camera Mode – The opening in the case allows students to take photos or videos.
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To take advantage of 
available offers, contact 
Logitech’s education team at 
EducationUS@logitech.com.


